
Kai Kals! 
We’re sure you’ve heard by now that there’s something going on in KidZania this summer…

Join us down the rabbit hole and tumble into the magical, upside-down world of Wonderland! 
All the citiZens of KidZania and all the creatures of the forest have come together to prepare 
for the event of the year – The Queen of Hearts’ Garden Party! We at Mission Wraps have been 
appointed as the chief caterers for the Queen herself! It’s a huge responsibility, and we need 
some help. Do you reckon you have what it takes to join our team?
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We need you to create some amazing recipes that 

not only taste delicious, but look ZaZ!

The Queen is very strict, and she wants her party to 

be talked about for years to come, so we must 

deliver the best snacks she’s ever seen! Using the 

Mission Deli Wraps, what can you design?

Your task :

Show off your tea-party treats by tagging us on social media 
with @KidZaniaLondon and see what else the Queen has in 
store by following #KidZaniaMissionWrapsAtHome.

Clock face

Maybe you could make a clock? Layer 
one Mini Wrap over the Original Wrap 

and cover it in  houmous or cheese. Use 
any  veggie you like to create the 

numbers on the clock face!

TOP TIP!
Write the numbers as roman symbols as 

these are much easier to cut out!

Hearts 
playing card 

‘Eat Me’ and
‘Drink Me’

Eat Eat 
MeMe

In Wonderland Alice grows 
to the height of a house, but 
then shrinks to the size of a

mouse! Why not recreate the 
biscuits she eats by piping 

‘Eat Me’ and ‘Drink Me’ onto
different sized wraps? These 

could be sweet, using 
chocolate sauce or 

savoury using cream cheese!

Need some inspiration? Using 
an adult’s help and 

supervision, why not use a 
cookie cutter to carve out 
little hearts from the Mini 

Wrap? Then cut the Original 
Wrap into a rectangle

and create your own playing 
card! Add some strawberry 

jam to your design to give it a
super sweet taste!


